Abstract. Due to the loss of wireless communication link, the remote estimator in the wireless sensor network can only receive part of the observation information or can not be completely received, which reduces the accuracy of the state estimation. Focusing on the above problems, a strategy based on network resource scheduling is proposed to improve the impact of link loss on state estimation. The strategy considers the quantization process of sensor observations and the limited transmission bandwidth. The objective of optimization is to minimize the estimated error covariance and the expected energy consumption of the data packet. The data rate and the time slot are allocated to each communication link. The simulation results show that the optimal state estimation of the physical process can be obtained under a small transmission bandwidth and simple BPSK modulation, and the energy consumption of the transmitted data packet can be effectively reduced.
Introduction
Wireless sensor networks can greatly improve the ability to monitor and control the physical environment, the typical application is the environmental control [1] , car networking and traffic control [2] , inventory tracking [3] and military applications [4] . An important challenge in the wireless network is to improve the performance and reliability of the system under the constraints of network resources, including energy, transmission bandwidth, data rate, and so on. Two important limitations of wireless communication includes: limited transmission bandwidth and information loss. In the field of networked state estimation studies, many studies assume that there is no quantification problems [5] , but only consider the link packet loss problem. There are some studies, assuming that there is no link packet loss problem, but only consider the observation information and control information quantization process [6] . In the linear system, the minimized data rate is achieved in the packet loss network around the target state tracking control problem [7] . In the state of remote estimation of simple random linear system, due to quantization noise and communication link packet loss. You K researches coding and decoding methods [8] .
This paper is a comprehensive consideration of wireless sensor network resource optimization,By establishing the covariance of the estimated error covariance and the energy of the packet transmission, through optimizing the target, the network resources are scheduled among the plurality of communication links, the transmission bandwidth, the link data rate and the transmission period are appropriately allocated,The estimation accuracy and the packet transmission energy are also considered while improving the estimation accuracy of the remote estimator for the physical process.The results of network resource optimization analysis show that the optimal state estimation of physical process can be obtained under the very small transmission bandwidth with simple BPSK modulation mode, and the energy of the transmission packet can be effectively reduced.
2
System model and problem description 2.1 Dynamic physical processes and sensor observations The system structure contains two wireless communication links, two links between the independent transmission of data and sharing network resources.This paper discusses the general multi-input multi-output discrete-time linear system, Observation vector k s is divided into two parts 1, 2, [ , ] Assume that the transmitted packet contains an error detection code, so that the estimator can know whether the packet has an error when it receives the packet. When the observation packet is successfully received, the state estimation can be made；When the observation packet information is lost or there is an error, the observation information is discarded directly. For simplicity, each link is modeled as a single-hop network with no packet retransmission mechanism. If both signal quantization coding and packet loss are considered at the same time, then the estimator receives the signal as follows： , , , , ik n is the observed quantization noise, assume that the quantization noise is a zero mean independent distribution of Gaussian noise. The covariance matrix is
n is independent of the source signal.
As the equivalent noise of the observed information quantization, it is also zero mean Gaussian noise, covariance is
Suppose observation noise , ik
 has the following conditional probability density distribution： 
Forward fading communication channel
Q is: 2 /2 ( ) (1/ 2 ) (1/ 2)erfc( / 2) t x Q x e dt x  − = =  (8)
Objective function
According to the foregoing description, the energy consumption of transmitting one bit of data in the channel is
Define the energy required to transfer a packet consisting of B bits of data is as follows:
The goal of this paper is to design an optimal network resource scheduling method to minimize the covariance of the error and the energy required to transmit the packet. This optimization problem can be described as an optimization problem for infinite time domain:
Network resource optimization
Each link can be assigned to a portion of the period 
When the sensor uses adaptive bit rate allocation technology (ad-RA), the probability of packet loss is : 
The packet reception rate can be obtained :
Therefore, the optimization method of network resource scheduling in this paper can be expressed as follows under BPSK / QPSK modulation mode: 
Analysis of network resource scheduling
This section evaluates the performance of network resource scheduling. Figure 1 is the relationship between the estimated error covariance and the packet loss probability with 1 =  . It can be found that in the absence of resource scheduling, if the link communication quality deteriorates , resulting in packet loss of the observed information, directly reduce the accuracy of the state estimation. At the same time, it can also be found under the BPSK modulation mode, the estimated error increases with the increasing of packet loss probability not changing so fast as the ad-RA modulation mode. It shows that the estimated error covariance is more stable and reliable under the BPSK modulation mode. Figure 1 . the relationship between estimation error covariance and packet loss probability Figure 2 is the relationship between packet transmission energy and packet loss probability. From the simulation results, it can be found that with the increasing of packet loss probability, the data sent in the communication link is less and less, which leads directly to the decreasing of data transmission energy. However, this reduction in energy is at the expense of increased information loss, not the required optimal packet transmission energy. In the absence of network resource scheduling, the degraded communication quality caused by packet loss will make the packet transmission energy lose the optimal balance state and affect the network communication performance. Figure 2 . the relationship between packet transmission energy and packet loss probability
From the simulation results 1 and 2, we can find that the error covariance and the packet transmission energy are directly related to the packet loss probability. If there is no network resource scheduling, under the poor communication quality of the network, the estimated error covariance and packet transmission energy will become worse. It is necessary to consider the combined error of the estimated error covariance and packet transmission energy .
In the simulation of Figure 3 , we set 1s T = , 1 20dB = , 2 10dB = . BPSK/QPSK and ad-RA, the three modulation methods use the same simulation parameter. We put them in the same environment simulation, and get their contrast effect. From the results  . Therefore, when the bandwidth is large enough, BPSK modulation is better, in this way the packet reception probability is greater than the QPSK mode packet reception probability. 
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Conclusion
In this paper, for wireless communication link packet loss, under the simple BPSK modulation mode, it is possible to minimize the energy consumption of the network communication while minimizing the error covariance of the state, by optimizing the network resource scheduling, optimizing the network transmission bandwidth, bit data rate and scheduling of the transmission time. This kind of network resource scheduling method can effectively reduce the influence of information loss in the communication link on the state estimation and make up the shortcomings of packet loss in the wireless network.
